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A greenhouse is one of those things that every gardener dreams of having. However, buying one from the store and getting it customized can be difficult and costly. However, there is another option. If you're into DIY projects, you can always build your own from scratch using plastic bottles like this gardener did. This is a very inspiring
achievement. Their tutorial on how to build your own plastic greenhouse bag consists of just 8 simple steps, and if you have a weekend to spare, it's likely that you can build one too. The best part is that they are relatively cheap. As long as you have a source of plastic bottles and some extra 2×2 and 4×4 is lying around, you'll be good to
go. The entire project takes up about 240 feet of wood in total. Handy Mano Source: Handy Mano Here's what you need: 4 x 4 posts and 2 x 2 wooden screws, door loops, and fencing staples Postcrete Gravel, stoves, and mulch mating garden canes Approximately 1500 plastic bottles Mike Mozart Source: Mike Mozart Now for
instructions: 1. First, you want to collect all the plastic bottles needed for the project. While they used 2-litre bottles for their greenhouse, it is also possible to build one with 1.5-liter bottles. Unfortunately, 500ml of them won't work because they're too small. 2. Wash and cut them. 2. You should also prepare the bottles for the building. This
means removing all labels, washing them, and cutting bottoms with scissors. You can give up all bottle tops. Mano's convenient source: Handy Mano 3. Set messages. Create greenhouse corners by placing four posts 4 x 4 in concrete. You will want to spread mulch matting around the insides of the posts to prevent the dryers and other
unwanted from growing in your greenhouse later on. 4. Create footage. Use 2 x 2 boards to create frames of the greenhouse. You will need a frame for each side as well as one for the door and roof. Screw together the corners of each frame, but don't attach them to each other now. 5. Stacking bottles. In order to create the walls yourself,
you want to layer the bottle one by one on top of the garden through. Each of them will end up looking like a long clear beam. Mano's convenient source: Handy Mano 6. Attach the bottles. Then fasten your bottle beams on the greenhouse frames using fencing staples. Each staple must be fixed on the neck of the last bottle at the end of
each beam. Convenient source mano: Comfortable Mano 7. Mount the footage. Now that all your frames are complete with all the bottles attached, it's time to put them together to actually build a complete greenhouse structure. Direct each of the frames to vertical corner pillars. 8. Doors and roof. Finally, you want roof and doors. It's up to
you whether you want to make a flat roof or a sloping one, but Handy Mano recommends doing a slant. Just like walls, you can make the roof and doors completely out of the bottles. Handy Mano Source: Handy Mano That's It, Your Bottle Greenhouse Is Now Complete! Obviously it's going to be a little harder than these simple steps to
make it to be, but we're sure you'll be able to understand things. After all, it's part of the diy fun, isn't it? Handy Mano has a more detailed list of supplies for what they used for their greenhouse on their website, but don't be afraid to get a little creative with it. While the greenhouse they built 6ft 8ft in the area and 8 feet tall, you can really
customize the tutorial to build any size and shape of the greenhouse you would like. As always, it's up to you and we wish you a happy gardening! See more photos of the plastic bottle greenhouses below. Please DO this with friends and family. Greenspace Educational Project Source: Greenspace Educational Project Source: Handy
Mano I'm always looking for new and creative ways to recycle and reuse. DIY greenhouse made from recycled plastic soda bottles. Lucy Downey through Flickr Commons How to make plastic bottles of greenhouse For those of you, with time and patience to collect enough empty plastic bottles, here's a step-by-step guide to creating
plastic greenhouse bottles. Making this type of greenhouse is relatively cheap and easy, but it is also a bit of a mean concept of labor and age, especially if you've never done anything like it before. This makes a great project for a large group or community or school organization, but you can do it on your own, too. There is no reason why
everyone should not have a lovely pet-plastic design in their backyard. Cut off the bottoms of the plastic bottles so that when stacked on a cannook or wire, the top of one bottle will nest inside and lock with the bottle above it. BBC How to build plastic bottles of GreenhouseRemove and recycle lids. Wash and remove the labels from the
bottles (not necessarily, but it ends up looking better). Use scissors to cut off the bottom of each bottle. Plan the size. I recommend two 6'long walls facing two 8'long walls. 7' or 7.5 tall should be enough. Fix four posts in the ground. It will be the corners of the greenhouse. Processed 4 x 4 or 2 x 2 posts cemented in the ground works
perfectly. All the pet greenhouses I saw were wooden frames that are not very green since the trees would be sacrificed. You can use recycled lumber or metal pipes, but I'm still trying to think of other, more environmentally friendly alternatives. Next, build frames for your three walls: two long and one of the (Another short wall will contain
your door: See these instructions below.) Processed 2 x x Lumber with mitres corners screwed together should do the trick. Put them on the ground for steps #7-9. Choose and cut the material to string the bottles on and use it as a side structure. It can be bamboo canes, dowels, stick lengths, or wire, but whatever you choose, it should be
thin enough to feed through the bottle holes and long enough to cover from ground to top of the frame wall. Thread the bottles through any material that you choose to use to keep them in line. Plastic bottles fit into each other and intertwine. Then nail each cane or stick to the top and bottom of the frame. Nails this frame - now full of plastic
columns- on posts that you set in step #5. For the roof, build a simple gable frame (no eaves needed) with 2 by 2 lumber. Screw triangular gables for your messages and use vertical supports to support the top of the triangles. Then place the beam vertically to connect the two triangular gables. The sloping sides of the roof can be filled
with plastic columns just as you made the walls. When plastic bottles are strung on a bamboo stick, they are intertwined to form a solid column. BBC What's plastic pet? PET means polyethylene terephthalate, which is a type of plastic approved worldwide for bottles used for beverages. Don't forget your door! I suggest putting the door on
one of the shorter walls. So if your structure is 6' by 8, use one of the 6' walls for the door. Connect the two posts that you set in step #5 above with the vertical beam, and then build two frames to fill that section instead of the one you used to create the other walls. Each frame will be about 3' wide, but factor in some room for movement.
Once you have attached columns of plastic bottles to each frame, nail one to the structure and attach the loops to the other and attach it to the post. Be sure to measure carefully and make your door smaller than the inside of the frame to allow it to move freely . . . even if it eventually deforms or sags a bit. This is how you could attach
each wire or wooden dowel to the frame: u shaped nails or staples. BBCAdvantages from plastic bottles GreenhouseIt cheap to build. You will need about 1,400 empty 2-liter (40 ounce) plastic bottles to build a greenhouse that is 8' x 6'. If you don't have enough bottles saved, you can pick them up from neighbors, friends, hotels, bars and
restaurants in your area. It keeps the heat and keeps the seedlings warm. The temperature inside this greenhouse will be about 10 degrees higher than outside. This is a huge difference, and it certainly should lengthen the current season for many plants, no matter what climate you are in It's self-whedie. Because there are gaps between
the bottles, heavy rain can certainly penetrate the structure. This is a huge time saver for greenhouse growers. In addition, rainwater is always better better your plants than tap water. This saves even more plastic waste from the landfill. It goes without saying that if everyone saved those PET bottles for designs like greenhouses, it would
be less plastic to clutter up landfill sites. It's cheap and easy to repair. You can simply replace any plastic bottle that has been broken or damaged. All the bottles are connected to either wire or canes or sticks, so all you have to do is unhook the line, slip out of the bottle, and replace it with a newer one. It is strong and can withstand strong
winds. Plastic bottles can't get blown away when they're pinned in place. The strength of your structure will depend entirely on how well the bottle lines are fixed. A simple gables roof is the last step. BBC How many plastic bottles do you need to build a greenhouse? You will need about 1,400 empty 2-liter (40 ounce) plastic bottles to build
a greenhouse that is 8' x 6'. How to attach columns of plastic bottles to the frame? Use a U-shaped nail or staple or fence-thrust wire that is wide enough to place the wire, dowel, or lynx you use. Here's another version of the roof made with a piece of curved PVC. Steph and Teddy Gravell via Flickr CommonsCan Do you make this
greenhouse without dowels or cane? Another way to build your greenhouse would be to interlock all plastic bottles together, one on top of the other, but without dowel or cane as central support. The wires can then be strung both inside and outside the greenhouse to keep the bottles in position, as shown in the photo below. Note that in
this project the lids remained on the bottles. There was no need to remove them as nothing was threaded up the bottles. I have to admit, I really like this idea as it means that one is less room for insects to enter and make themselves at home. This photo shows a plastic bottle greenhouse built by 68-year-old Linda Woollard as part of a
university project. She used a wire frame to keep the plastic bottles in place. Using plastic Bubble Wrap as insulation Plastic greenhouse bottles can also be isolated to keep protected cold drafts and protect against rain. Recycled bubble wrap bits do the job very well. Insulation of the greenhouse of a plastic bottle with bubble wrap.
BBC.co.uk How long will this type of construction last? In Europe, the construction of greenhouses with plastic bottles has become a popular pastime for many. Plastic bottles stand up well under the hot sun, but they will degrade eventually. When this happens, however, it is not difficult to untangle a stack of old, degraded bottles and
replace them with newer ones. A greenhouse made from recycled plastic bottles This article is accurate and true to the best of the author's knowledge. Content only for information or entertainment purposes and does not replace personal advice or professional advice in business, financial, financial, or technical issues.© 2011
IzzyMCommentsThe Makesmith June 12, 2020:It's brilliantNicolette December 02, 2019:Olivia - Plastic bottles take years to break - up to 450 years. Since they are just a greenhouse frame, your plants should not be affected. Olivia on December 01, 2019: Can't help scrunching my face to read it all and the comments below. Toxins are
released from bottles, how do they break, how are they designed to be, and what is slowly manifested in plants designed for consumption? No, what an axe! Leave the plastic out of the food and let it be recycled into things that won't kill us from consumption. Maybe glass bottles may be the best option. By Debbie Capps on August 20,
2019:I will build it, but with something I've seen in India. Plastic bottles to build t uhh e frames instead of wood. Fill each bottle with concrete and one slip over the wire, adding another with the top cut off and continue filling with concrete. Each of them becomes a strong pole. Then placing the bottom framing on its side, but with them, place
another string or wire across the sides at an interval of 2 inches to slide the vertical walls of the bottle. With clear seals or more concrete, they used dirt, attatch each vertical row along with dirt or concrete mixture. They said the bottles release some of their heat into solidified, like brick, dirt. Making it more resiliant from melting somehow. I
hope the wprks like this were there. Wong Yan Yee July 19, 2019: Thanx, it was a great help from you to make me better at understanding for building a greenhouse out of plastic bottles. Kailash June 29, 2019: Thank you for this amazing idea of a greenhouse. Kay Clamals June 26, 2019: If you use the wire as a central support, it would
seem that if you flipped the bottles from the open side up, they would act as funnels to capture rainwater that you could use in a green house. Syed Abid Raza May 20, 2019: What if we only use a bubble wrap to build a greenhouse and not use bottles at all? ThanksPentium Construction, May 13, 2019: More information. Website:
December 17, 2018: How the roof is made??? Yolanda on November 02, 2018:I Love the idea of using these bottles he teaches how to use stuff that is not recycled and put it to good use and help save our planet. I hope more people have that and find a goal to teach how to use these bottles to help build a sonething in your city that
everyone can benefit from. It woukd be great, if we could build a big shelter for the homeless or two in each city, it would greart to have the homeless build this schenter and teach them some skills to teach others and we save our planet by finding These bottles.emelia August 17, 2018: My school is going to build a bottle of green
houseJess water on May 14, 2018: With everyone talking about cutting cutting Trees for wooden frames, another way to look at is the constant reserves of carbon dioxideAdam Seth on January 30, 2018:Hello! It looks like a terrific idea. I plan to start by creating a wall to protect my poor plants on my roof from the wind. Also, think of a dog
house and then a greenhouse. I live in tropical Taipei. I've seen some discussions about the heat of melting bottles. I think that would be a super big problem here and that's why I'm starting small. How about painting a bottle with something to help reflect sunlight?? Does anyone try something like this?evone January 03, 2018: Can you
use a gallon of milk jugs instead of 2 liter bottles?evone December 26, 2017: First of all thank you for a great idea. I was wondering how to contact Rachel Smith, who lives in Arizona? I also live in Arizona and wanted to know what she learned in the sun and these bottles of greenhouses. I also wanted to know since I was building walipini,
and I only need a roof part of this concept if someone thought about cutting the bottle in half as much, so fewer bottles are required? Is there a reason, I think, a question I have to ask, why bottles are always stored whole? I never see the answers to the questions here there is a reason for this also lol just full of sorry questions today.
Someone November 27, 2017: How many bottles did you use? And how much wood you need is for september 1, 2017: HiI has heard that plastic bottles labeled 1 (PET or PETE) are only safe for one use. When exposed to oxygen or high temperatures, including solar heat, such a bottle would discharge the toxic substances that are sing
into the water will these bottles also discharge toxic substances if they are used for greenhouses made of plastic bottles? CAROLE STANTON-MILLER, August 25, 2017: One of the above headlines reads: This saves more plastic from going to landfills. I live in Great Dunmough, Essex, and our plastic bottles go into our green trash can
along with paper, cardboard, tin and glass. Isn't that happening in other parts of the country? However, we have a community group that are going to build a greenhouse so at the moment ours are accepted into the library, which is the gathering place. Bob on August 23, 2017: How Much Wood You UsedConstance on August 20, 2017:
Wont stand up well to the Texas heat. One year the wire ignition candle melted on our sled mower. We didn't even use it, the heat killed the herbs and plants as well, no matter how much we watered. Jill on August 04, 2017: Great idea! I guess the same principle can be used to make a cool frame for a small garden, or a smaller green
house of course. I love the watering aspect myself! By Madison on August 02, 2017:Awesome!! I want to try it so bad!!!! John on May 26 Saying that building a frame made of green wood doesn't do much since IMO. Wood is by nature GREEN. That's the way it is. Of course, PVC or metal canal will not be green. Maybe bamboo would be
a good alternative as it grows faster than most design grade woods. Kathleen on May 21, 2017: If you have someone that's comfortable with a chainsaw you could share a small log to use the framing. I thought if you cap the bottom of the bottle and stack them and turn the bottom up and catch the rain in the bottles it would create more
heat when heated in the sun. Tracy on March 18, 2017: What does it mean when you say the strings get tied down I mean how they are. I would really like to makevela on January 18, 2017: Will it last long enough to justify time and trouble? It looks like these plastic bottles become very brittle very quickly, especially with outdoor exposure.
Ann Brown on January 05, 2017: You say trees should be cut down for a frame, why not use PVC pipes. My greenhouse is all plastic, framed and lided, which is a double bubble film. Held at the site to be a plastic tape. Chris Lee October 25, 2016: 2016: 28 Sep 2016 know I'm still a little green about this whole house building.shahnaz
kaouser May 04, 2016: its amazing, help me a lot ... Richard Lindsay from California March 29, 2016: Great idea, but I don't think I'll have the patience for it. Susan Britton, Ontario, Canada, December 08, 2015: What's the idea for refining plastic bottles. If we made them bigger, they could be homeless shelters. I'd live in one. They will be
warm. This has a great easy to follow instructions. Maybe the frames can be pvc pipes. Pipes can be drilled, and stick poles will fit right into the holes.Rachel Smithh November 02, 2015: Well, I think we're going to figure out how well it will stand up to the extreme sun and the heat I live in Buckeye Arizona we're known to have an easy 115
to 126 degrees in the summer so after I can get one built that will take me some time to do, as it will only me build it. I'll let you know jus how well it will stand against our scorching summers I jus hoping it doesn't fade melt or burn from the created heat grip in bottles over time. I've seen a lot of things here heat pressure explode from tires
on parked cars to a huge glass trunk window on my parked Trans am trash cans in bottles. So it may be interesting if the ends of the heat seal for the inner lock of the bottle. think there's only one way to learn to build it the way Frm house and see what happens over time. I'll keep off posted if going well or not. if someone else lives in a
harsh place like mine and worry the fight that you can always 1 small hole in the side of the bottles on the inside of the green house. I've seen plastic bottles here worp and melt together, so I have 50/50 it can go either way, but I'm risk taking and not going to drill the vents .gepeTooRs September 28, 2015: Hey, very cool site!! Guy.. Guy..
.. Wonderful.. I'll be bookmarking your site and taking channels as well? I am pleased to find numerous useful information here in the post, we want to develop additional methods to this effect, thanks for sharing . . . Nicollette Goff, British Columbia, May 8, 2015: Good information for people by recycling their bottles into a greenhouse!
Thanks.mgbeheler May 01, 2015: I've been collecting bottles for about a year and a half, from personal consumption and several parties. Kept some in my shed, but soon there was too much. Started putting them in large garbage bags and storing them under the shed. Decided to go ahead and remove the labels and bottoms of the
bottles as I collected them, so I could fit a few more in each bag. Detected wind can blow bags of empty plastic bottles from under the shed, and sprinkle both bags and bottles all over the lawn. The weather weakens the bags, too. Decided to go ahead and row them like beads on some clothing line. It will take 10 bottles to make the
column 8 feet high. It will take 3 columns side by side to make the panel a foot wide. So to make a 4X8 panel, the size of a sheet of plywood, one bottle thick takes 120 bottles.3x4'12. 12x10-120.highland_exile of April 22, 2015: Interesting in theory, but there is nothing less green about using wood for a frame if it comes from a sustainable
source, or reclaimed wood is used. Our nursery is built from my fathers old garden shed that started life 50 years ago as a chicken coop. Not green? Nicu from Oradeya, Romania February 10, 2015: This is the first time I've seen such a greenhouse. How thrilling. MATTY on October 18, 2014: Be sure I'll do it. Barbara Fitzgerald from
Georgia October 16, 2014: Very cool Fingers Up and shared on FB! Besarien, from south Florida, October 16, 2014: That was such a big piece of advice. Good work! PaynesGrey on September 17, 2014: Fantastic idea, I'm great for recycling and love my plants too, I'll try this on a scale to suit my small garden. Thank you so much for the
information. Jemjoseph on September 09, 2014: This greenhouse of bottles is awesome, the type of bottles that I often use much more, I wonder if they can be used in the same way and what it will look like. Angela F from Seattle, Washington, September 08, 2014: What a great recycling project it will do! PinnedSam Deal with Earth on
September 08, 2014: It's such a cool idea and so inspiring as you might think on September 08, 2014: I think is a kind of creativity and really suitable for a good environment.plastic dust bottle after use, but not dust. Really a huge idea for a good environment. Dixie on September 08, 2014: It seems that if you could arrange it so that you
don't have to cut the bottom or top and filled it with some clear that didn't evaporate (I'm not sure what it would be) that would add insulation. If you added water and glued the lids back, there would be Evaporate? I'm not a scientist, as you can tell, but of course someone can come up with something. Maria Giunta from Sydney, Australia
on September 08, 2014: What a great idea, and depending on how many plastic bottles are available, a community garden group can probably build more than one. I'm pinning this up and showing it to my local garden group so we can start collecting these bottles. Faye Favors from the US September 07, 2014: This is what I'm sure we
could do, especially since we need to buy water for drinking. Pinning it for sure. Thanks for bringing this idea to our attention.jill alltrades from the Philippines September 07, 2014: Very useful and interesting! Cool!!! Poetry Chick from Wisconsin September 07, 2014: This is a very neat idea. I love how you gave step-by-step instructions on
how to do the project. It is very useful, children's teacher about the environment and very environmentally friendly. I'm looking forward to more of your blogs! By Lee Perry on September 06, 2014: AWESOME! That's a great idea. Since the summer is almost over, I'm going to try to find a free greenhouse for myself! Randy Godwin from
South Georgia August 25, 2014: Izzy, you better put your bones to the threads of PO, let us know how you were. We were worried about your absence and what you've been like lately. :)Iszym (author) from the UK August 25, 2014: Well done and welcome to Hubpages! Don't worry if you have a similar hub. This one has already been
copied all over the internet, so it has been downgraded :( Good luck with yours! Andrew Douse on August 23, 2014: Nice Hub, I'm new here being a squidooer, but as squidoo was sold out on hubpages my plastic bottle greenhouse page will transfer over. I built one 5 years ago and recorded its progress since then. Constant information
about how well it works and what I grow. Nadine May from Cape Town, West Cape Province, South Africa March 03, 2014: Wow, now I'm going to start collecting plastic bottles, but it's going to take some time since we basically have glass bottles if there's no way to do it with glass bottles? Its cutting that would be a lot of work I recon him.
It's a great hub! I'll try the idea in a small sample for seedlings. Rick March 02, 2014: This is a great idea and a great article. I will start mine after the home/remodeling design is finished. I have a large storage shed, (12X20), and an acre of land. Martin February 21, 2014: Solar windows - idea, thank you! I never would have thought of that.
Now to find some clear bottles... Awesome hub, by the way! IzzyM (author) from the UK February 20, 2014: Your seedlings will need light. I'd honestly start them elsewhere and put them in the greenhouse in the height of summer. I think the summer sun in France would be too hot for them. and a green shaded greenhouse will help save
them Another thing you could do is build your greenhouse with green. but make solar windows with clear plastic bottles and place seedlings under them? Martin February 19, 2014: Thanks for the response of IzzyM. Another question though ... Will there be enough light inside the greenhouse to start the seeds in spring, since the bottles
are pretty dark green? I read that you need to grow light? No problem with heat I think as it gets very hot in France.IzzyM (author) from UK February 19, 2014:I I don't understand why not. It would be as simple as having a shaded greenhouse! Martin on February 19, 2014: Couls I use green bottles for this project? IzzyM (author) from the
UK 07 November 2013: Wow! Thanks for not having the time to come up with a solution to the construction problem. Highly rated :)Chaz from the UK 07 November 2013: Guess I'm going to this centre a little late, but, you say in it that you would like to have a construction without a wooden frame. Thinking about it, I think you could build a
greenhouse bottle in the same way as a polytunnel. Bottles can be formed into a curved frame, replacing building pillars. Creating a semicircle using flexible planks similar to the one used in pop-up tents - there shouldn't be a better way, though. This can be continued all the way down the length - so construction can be as long as you
need. Otherwise, use straight sections of bottles to connect a series of curved sections together, then cover with polyethylene, or bubble wrap. The ends can be built according to your instructions, or they too can be covered with plastic/bubble film (in two sections, so you can access it). I hope I explained this so you can understand what I
visualized in my head. If I had a garden, I'd try it for myself.Source:I used to getting on top of life back in recent times we have accumulated a kind of resistance. DommaLeigh dated February 15, 2013: The city has a ruling of decline, the wording is that if they don't like it, they call it decline and you have to remove it or they fine you. I've
already done a few rounds to keep my work on my garage door. I've seen them get people to get rid of old flower tire pots from their yards because they're where tires are used and are against the code. Izzym (author) from the UK on February 15, 2013: I don't see how the city can object - it's not a permanent structure, although it should
last for several years. Good luck! DommaLeigh from February 15, 2013:Kewl idea. I doubt my city would allow me to have one, but it would be worth finding out. I love my little vegetarian garden and I could see the protection of it with one of these.tebo from New Zealand February 14, 2013: I also think it's a great idea. I thought, as you
suggested in the previous comments this idea could be used in a smaller For frost tender garden areas etc so many uses - great! Chen on February 14, 2013: Holy cow, I'm speechless. How thrilling. What is it planet-savers, and so good for plants, too. Incredibly, it's to share this great idea. VU and all! IzzyM (author) from the UK February
13, 2013: Well, it will save you a lot of work lol! Thanks for reading and not having to comment on the :)Muhammad Seshan from Karachi, Pakistan February 13, 2013: this is a very innovative scheme, hopefully many other people will use it I do not have a garden ... and so it depends only on social traffic. Insightful Tiger February 12,
2013: It's a very cool center and I'm so happy you've included photos! Voted and shared!lesliebyars On February 12, 2013:I think it's a great idea, and I'll remember it. Thanks for sharing!! IzzyM (author) from the UK February 11, 2013: It's true Jennifer, water bottles are made from the same pet plastic, although fewer people use their
:)Jennifer Lynch from Stowmarket, Suffolk. February 11, 2013: Brilliant - I think it's good to use plastic water bottles and not encourage fizzy drinks because they are really bad for you!! But a great blog and may well have a go. Izzym (author) from the UK February 11, 2013: Thank you very much, Kasman! Collecting bottles takes longer,
so it may be an idea to start now, even if you're not ready to build a greenhouse. Of course, it doesn't have to be a free structure. The choice is past yours, it could be a lean-to, mini greenhouse, covering for a raised bed garden, or many other potential designs. PET plastic is top class and will withstand almost anything like this should last
for years. Kas from Bartlett, Tennessee February 10, 2013: This is one of the best greenhouse building centers I've seen yet. My wife and I plan to build one here soon, but we never considered using bottles. I think I'm going to have to keep this hub in my bookmarks. I'm so grateful you did that. Voting is very useful for us personally.
Izzym (author) from the UK february 10, 2013: Welcome :) It's a lot of work, but it's free.pinkhawk from Pearl East on February 10, 2013: It's really cool! ^_^ want to try this in the future... Thank you for sharing this idea. IzzyM (author) from the UK February 04, 2013: Thank you Elias! It would be wonderful to think that this hub inspired
loads of plastic greenhouse bottles to be built. What savings for landfills! Elias Dzanetti from Athens, Greece February 04, 2013: wow! It's a really great idea! Thank you, Izzym, for the beautiful center! Voted up 'awesome' overall! Cheers! IzzyM (author) from the UK February 03, 2013: Yes, but every time I check, there is a new up!
Everyone seems to want to copy this hub instead of writing their own. Casemiro February 03, 2013: Did you manage to get copies (author) from the UK February 03, 2013: I think Mary must have shared it. This article has never gained search engine traction, it's always social traffic, so thanks to everyone who shares! Oh and it gets
copied all the time, which is probably one reason Google hates it (although they seem to rate copiers higher than this one). I have a pretty large collection of plastic bottles out in Spain for my greenhouse project, if I ever get it finished. Randy Godwin from South Georgia February 02, 2013: What a coincidence! Just a few minutes ago I
was telling Beth about this very center and he popped up on my channel! Lol! What are the chances that this will happen? Lol! Mary Hyatt from Florida February 02, 2013:I learn something new every day here at HP! As a gardener, I would like to build one of these greenhouses. Excellent article. I'm bookmarking it for future links. Voted
this UP, etc.twig22bend December 24, 2012:I would like to make one of them for the greenhouse. What a great idea and very interesting. It's a great center. Trisha from Scotland 24 December 2012: Fantastic Centre I would like one of them. My advice was one in their nursery, but then they closed the nursery! I will love it, but can be
limited in the room .... maybe my wee 4 shelf thing can be adapted though as the lid split... You have I think now!sharewhatuknow from Western Washington December 24, 2012: Wow Izzy, that is awesome. Not in a million years I would have come up with this wonderful idea. Because I rarely drink soft drinks anymore, and never buy
bottled water, I don't have plastic bottles. But this project is so tempting, I can start doing it. LOLVoted up, useful and awesome. IzzyM (author) from the UK December 24, 2012: Be sure to send me photos of your completed project! On another occasion, I'll look forward to reading your centers on how you made it :) James Beaudry of
Connecticut december 23, 2012: That's great information. I love it.. I'm going to build one myself.... Thanks for how-to ... ExcellentIzzyM (author) from the UK December 23, 2012: Thank you to all the commentators for voting, and especially for sharing.@Jim, thank you for the advice! I tend to get carried away sometimes with my own



enthusiasm, and take time to go through the hub and correct punctuation and the length of the sentences - you're right, I tend to write long sentences and it's a bad habit. Jim Miller from Wichita Falls, Texas December 23, 2012: I'd drink for it! Your greenhouse project bills high on so many levels -- recycling, waste reduction, organic
gardening, community building to mention but few. I really enjoyed reading this hub and would love to share it with my Facebook friends. For now I can be allowed a little criticism, the conversational style of your writing is quite interesting and enjoyable, as if you were standing next to me and telling me about this project. Your enthusiasm
shines through through I would suggest that you pay closer attention to your punctuation, especially the use of commas, as your sentence structure is usually quite lengthy. Carla J Swick from NW PA December 23, 2012: Great idea in this age of recycling! This is the final green project. Keely Deushl from Florida December 23, 2012:I
heard about using plastic bottles to make a greenhouse. Thank you for sharing all the steps! What a wonderful way to reduce waste in our landfills and have the advantage of a longer season! They laid it down and voted! Bhargvi Sharma from Jammu, India December 23, 2012: Innovative... Great one... :)Apoorv Malik from Jabalpur
December 23, 2012: Wow thi's This is the best I've seen. Nice useful bottle .:) .:) regular and irregular shapes worksheet ks2
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